This is the Graduate School website homepage. You will always find:

- Announcements
- Upcoming Deadlines

Please take time to look around our website and learn how to navigate it.

Click on “For Current Students”
For Current Students

On this page you will find all the deadline dates for the current semester as well as future semesters.

- On the top there are tabs for Steps to your Degree, Forms, Graduate and Professional Bulletin and Thesis and Dissertation.

- In the bar on the right, you will find helpful information on committee requirements, commencement, petition requirements and many more helpful links.
The Graduate School and the Library have teamed up to offer an electronic Thesis/Dissertation workshop. Register early as spots fill up quickly!!

Utilize this page for the most recent formatting guide (revised and published August 2012), sample pages, templates, and other online instructions for submitting your thesis/dissertation electronically.
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